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Vocational Training and Employment of Young People
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1. The gap between school and work - Bridging the gap: First approach: Putting
stepping stones in between – many kinds of help.
2. Second approach: Shortening the gap, bringing institutions closer.
3. Third approach: Schools give young people more power to jump the gap.
4. Forth and last approach: Employment or vocational training institutions are
open armed and 'pick the young people up'.
5. The need for area-based transversal cooperation.
6. The importance of the Local Support Group – reflection on specific goals.
7. How to animate the wanted persons to participate? How to avoid irregular
participation?
8. Recommendation: Clarify the relations to the decision makers.
9. The challenges of cooperation between different types of stakeholders.
10. The challenges of cooperation between the different kinds of stakeholders.
11. The challenges of cooperation between stakeholders of different action fields.
12. Do we know enough about the causes? Should we think more outside the
square?
13. Class photo.
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The gap between school and work
We had prepared to give input on Local Support Groups. But as you can see from the
headline of my input – I felt that it would better fit the situation to put my statements into the broader picture. It is our fist meeting after the preparation phase. We
have the economic crisis, which will very much influence our concerns. Then there was
the 17 year old student, who ran amok and killed 15 people in his school. This violent
disaster happened very near my home.
Additionally, Jean Dubrigny asked us to expressively link our projects to current hot
topics in Europe and to write an article for the Urbact website. Together with Petra
Nothdorf and Reinhard Fischer, we choose the topic of young people's path from
school to career.
Now, with the growing economic crisis, there is a great danger that young people will
suffer most, by falling through the cracks. The young people are our future.
The starting situation in many cities is already bad enough, due mainly to:
¯ the decreasing job demand for low skilled people .
¯ an education system that hasn't adapted to the changed needs of a multicultural
society.
¯ and more shaky familial structures, which give less support.
In the European basket of best practices in deprived neighbourhoods – also in the cities of our network - we have a lot of approaches and good examples to bridge the
gap. I put them into four groups.

The gap between school and work has become too big – too many young people
are falling through the cracks

1 Bridging the gap: First approach: Putting stepping stones in
between – many kinds of help
For years many countries have tried to build and extend support structures aimed at
their young people. This has resulted in very diverse offers of help and support, but on
the other hand, has seen a degree of "doubling up" and highly segmented offers of
support.
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Nowadays, integrated approaches aim to shorten the distance from school to career,
in doing so also using more synergies and one-stop-offers.
For example:
¯ In Malmö – the work and integration centre is a one-stop-offer with complex and
differentiated support packages in one place.
¯ In Liverpool - job information, advice and support are systematically brought into
youth centres and community centres.

1. Bridging the gap: putting stepping stones in between - many kinds of help:
Career and personal advice, professional, volunteer & senior mentoring, application
ing, information and support in both youth & community centres.

train-

2 Second approach: Shortening the gap, bringing institutions
closer
Many convincing projects were provided in this field also. During my baseline study
visits, I unfortunately didn’t have time to see and hear more about projects of this
kind. I have prepared 4 paper walls for best practises and I would like to ask you to
add further information about what projects exist in your cities – this will help to prepare further exchange.

2. Shortening the gap, bringing institutions closer:
Internships, career information in schools, work placement days, career fairs, parents
talking about their jobs, company projects offered to schools (like advertising campaigns,
competitions etc.)...
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3 Third approach: Schools give young people more power to
jump the gap
I very much enjoyed our visit to the 92 School in Krasna Polyana in Sofia – a school
struggling against the growing segregation of Roma minority pupils and trying to
convince all parents and students that the 92 School is a very good school. They had
so much community exchange and volunteer activities and were so proud of their
school – I am sure that such good spirit empowers the young people there.
And we have seen examples of the opposite: schools with a completely negative atmosphere and negative image, not only from outside, but also from inside, from the
pupils and teachers themselves. In Berlin you can find similar examples of negative
spirals and schools who can’t stop this process. In Malmö, a school was torn down
because they could no longer handle the negative progression.
In this field of prevention we have a lot of integrated projects in our network cities , to
open up schools to the neighbourhood as well as to involve parents, community
groups, and so on.

3. Schools give young people the power to jump the gap:
Early prevention in school, opportunities for success, acknowledgements, personal
strengths are encouraged –sport, music, theatre -, involving parents, school spirit/
school identification, ....

4 Forth and last approach: Employment or vocational training
institutions are open armed and 'pick the young people up'
Currently, in many countries we have the opposite situation – a highly selective education system, and too many students who have little chance of finding a vocational
training place or job. With the economic crisis this situation is getting worse – and I
am sure we will have a great need for new and innovative initiatives to create public
and third sector placements – although the evaluations of former solutions of this
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kind haven't always been convincing.

4. Employment or vocational centres are open armed & pick young people up:
Provide enough attractive placements (also for the disadvantaged), re-entry programmes for drop outs, or as a substitution, work projects of third sector organisations,

5 The need for area-based transversal cooperation
To summarize : many cities have built and extended support structures – often with
excellent elements. This has often also resulted in very diverse offers of help, highly
segmented, confusing, sometimes with a degree of doubling up, sometimes with big
gaps especially in deprived areas.

The transition from school to career - the need for cooperation, coordination and action:
Problems of doubling up - highly segmented offers of support- long distance to support –
or a lack of support.
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That is why it is so important, to make more efforts to improve effectiveness by integrated approaches and new governance.
New governance, is in other words: involving everybody who can contribute and to
encourage cooperation and coordination between the stakeholders involved.
This is not at all trivial. I will highlight only a few aspects:

6 The importance of the Local Support Group
– reflection on specific goals
Local Support Groups - a central pillar of good cooperation

Idea Idea Idea Idea Idea Idea

¯
¯
¯
¯

Clarify need*
Identify potential input and inputers*
Disseminate findings*
Act as lobbyists* (*Urbact toolkit)

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Involve and activate multiple players
Improve problem analyses
Develop innovative ideas
Build up common understanding
Find consensus on goals and proceeding actions
Build up stable structures of governance

And further strategic aspects:
To have information - To be
inclusive, open-armed - To
have discussions at the
round table and not behind
backs - To get early warnings about mistakes, problems and conflicts. ....

To put this new governance into practise we need Local Support Groups. The Local
Support Group is also part of the Urbact context. But groups like this are very
common when participatory methods and processes are practised. In our institute
Weeber+Partner we often have accompanying workgroups, advisory boards and
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commissions, for many different contexts: in community development, all kinds of
planning, research, assessment, reporting and project development – regardless of if
we work for public and/or non-profit clients – e.g. federal and state ministries, regions,
communes, foundations, housing companies and social service providers. How to
install and work with a Local Support Group is always of general and long term
importance for the projects.
Who to invite? How many people? What schedule of meetings? What time for
meetings (during working hours or in the evening)? Also what style of meetings?
To find the best way to decide on these questions, it helps to reflect on the goals
which are important in each individual case. I have written important goals in the
table above.

7 How to animate the wanted persons to participate? How to
avoid irregular participation?
Attendance is optional. And when it is mandatory for professionals they might send a
substitute, often of a lower level or not very well informed. The result: At every
meeting you have absences and newcomers. Thus people have to be motivated to
participate. In the next table, I have written the most important aspects to prevent
these problems.
The recommendation is: take time to reflect on both project benefit and personal
benefit.

The benefit of the project must be acknowledgedProduced by:
¯ Clear information
¯ Co-production of results
¯ A realistic view of the working and realization conditions – and information about this
¯ Building up confidence that you are serious
The benefit of personal participation must be acknowledged¯ Prestige, responsibility, representation
¯ The value of time is respected, meetings well prepared,
¯ Personal respect, equality, being needed
¯ Engaging meetings, feeling comfortable, to enjoying togetherness
¯ Opportunities for personal learning and development
¯ Furthering of profit, for the enterprise, positions and interests
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8 Recommendation:
Clarify the relations to the decision makers
It is very important to clarify this from the beginning: participating members often
expect that their propositions are immediately acted upon and realized.
From informal to formal: the results – the Action Plan – might be a:
Proposition: voicing an idea
OR: A preparation paper for official decision makers: the decision makers are asked to
integrate the propositions into their own plans
Consultation obligation: the civil council is obliged to hear the advice of the community and normally to follow their propositions if possible
Binding decisions: For example: The civil council or administration allows the
neighbourhood council to decide on a defined project budget.

Commissioner for Integration and Migration in Berlin,
2005; photo: Andreas Schoelzel

¯ Whose actions and whose resources will be affected by the action plan or recommendation?

¯ Who is the receiver of the action plan or recommendations?
¯ How is the working process integrated with that of the responsible decision makers?
¯ What is the status of the action plan or recommendations?

9 The challenges of cooperation between different types of
stakeholders
Let us return to transversal cooperation in the field of employment of young people and look at the concrete stakeholders. In many cities this list will be rather
large – in others still too short. Of course, in every city it will be different.
Let’s now look more in detail at the different types of transverse cooperation:
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¯ Stakeholders belong to different territorial levels
¯ We have different kinds of stakeholders.
¯ And when we want to profit from synergies from integrated approaches, stakeholders from different action fields – professional fields - are involved.
And with every type of transversal cooperation some specific challenges are connected.
Challenges of cooperation between different territorial levels
This aspect is very relevant in the field of advice and support for students on their way
from school to career. The problems of unemployed young people concentrate where
they live – on a neighbourhood level - whereas most institutions with big influence in
this field – i.e. job centres, secondary schools and vocational schools – are mostly
based on a city or regional level – which is also where the decisions for their work are
made.
As long as young people remain in "the system" - school or vocational training institutions – support can contact them and keep in touch. School drop outs, school leavers
with no training or job, young unskilled workers who loose jobs and vocational training drop outs often fall outside these structures. Contact can only be made at a local
level.
And young people especially search for and accept support more easily from people
they know personally and trust. That’s why it is so important to include the local level,
for example the meeting points of young people, into integrated approaches. To better
connect the citywide and local stakeholders is often rather difficult, alone due to the
restricted number of the responsible job centre employees in relation to the large
number of neighbourhoods.
Now: How to make it work?
At this stage I don't want to discuss the questions of specialisation and centralisation
versus more area based structures. Decentralisation is a very much discussed approach
– but it is often combined with a loss of professionalism, which can also be a big disadvantage. In many contexts we have to deal with the challenge of different territorial
levels of stakeholders.
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Transverse cooperation in the field of the employment of young people
Stakeholder:
Advice, liaison services
Unemployment pay , benefit payment , personal
and career advice, mentoring, application training,
internships
Responsible public institutions
Job centre
Secondary schools
Vocational training centres
Employers and economic institutions
Enterprises
Chambers of commerce, trades, crafts,
Trade unions, professional associations
Meeting points of young people
Youth centres, sports clubs, other clubs,
Religious institutions
Parents , „Tribu“, +
Young people +

Between different kinds of
stakeholder
Public, private enterprises,
non-profit organisations, private persons, community
groups
Between stakeholders of
different territorial structure
neighbourhood, city, regional,
national
Between different action
fields:
Economy/employment, education, community life/social
welfare, environment, housing, health

10 The challenges of cooperation between the different
kinds of stakeholder
Public, private enterprises, non-profit organisations, private persons, community groups

The different kinds of stakeholders all have their own ways of doing things, different
backgrounds and associated interests.
In this context we should remember: CoNet was criticized, because the partner cities
had included only very few neighbourhood people and few non-governmental organisations in their Local Support Groups. If you reflect on the aims of Local Support
Groups – see number 8 - I am sure the result you would come to is: The local people
and non-profit organisations are very important – perhaps even the most important stakeholders. But it is often a good solution to have different boards or forms of participation – so that the meetings can be better adapted to the different needs of the
different stakeholders. Especially the local people often have to go through a phase of
group building or network building. Otherwise the selected persons, who are invited to
the Local Support Group, might feel too isolated and miss the support from other local
people.
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Representatives of an Economic
Organisation:
Attend meetings dressed in a suit and tie.
Are paid for this time.
Often belong to the middle- & upper-class.
Don´t say or promise anything that their
boss won't act upon or accept.
Want to organise result-orientated meetings following a strict and short schedule.
Want to meet during working hours.
Have learned to speak in the public.
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Local People:
Wear casual clothes.
Are there in their private time.
Often have little money.
Are free to openly discuss topics directly and
sometimes even confrontationally.
Often also seek togetherness and more
personal relations.
Want to meet outside working hours.
Are not used to these kind of meetings.

11 The challenges of cooperation between stakeholders of
different action fields
Those responsible in our action fields of inclusion are often different departments of
the municipal administration. Some belong to other public institutions. In my experience we often have three main challenges. You may add further to the prepared paper
walls.
¯ Coordination increases work load. Employees are often very busy and already have
a lot of responsibility.
¯ There is often also a tendency to protect the territory and claims of one's own department. It is easy to understand why institutions are often not pleased when
everybody wants to have a say.
¯ They fear criticism. They take propositions negatively.
¯ And then we have the ladder of hierarchy: ideas move from the bottom up to the
boss and the opinion or decisions from the top move down to the bottom. So colleagues in a meeting often have no say power and we have a lot of discussion and
a lack of decision.
How to make it work? Learning more about this will be part of the CoNet exchanges.
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Economy
Employment

Education

Health

0

Community
Life

Housing

Environment

Social Cohesion
Inclusion Very Bad 0
Very Good
Hermann Will (2000): Mini-Handbuch Vortarg
und Präsentation – Für Ihren nächsten Auftritt
vor Publikum

¯
¯
¯
¯

An increased working load for concertation
A tendency to protect the claims of one‘s own department
A Fear of criticism
Long decision paths due to the bureaucratic ladder of hierarchy

12 My last question for reflection: Do we know enough
about the causes? Are we too certain about main approaches and solutions? Should we think more outside
the square?
We are sure about how much we gain with the integrated area based approaches – so
we are highly motivated to better learn how to put them into practice.
But with this we should also put more effort into better understanding the causes of
the problems and how the young people and their parents tick.
During my baseline visits many dialogue partners also emphasised this. The school
mediator in Brussels for example talked very much about: the lack of motivation of
young people, the consumer behaviour – also in the expectation to get support - racism, absence or even worse, the destructive influence of parents, (why get up early in
the morning, when father or mother stay in bed, when they are also unemployed),
unrealistic ideas of what kind of job fits to their abilities, many offers of support – no
good culture of evaluation.
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Negative Feedback Circuit

Effort
Applied

Milieu / People

Resulting
Effect

Negative Feedback Circuit
(side-effects)
Diagnosis and Evaluation: We need to better understand: What happens in the black
box . . the causes of the problems and how the people involved tick.

13 Class photo
The teacher of the class in this photo is a good friend. She has been working in this
very difficult school for 20 years. In this class there are only three students whose parents were born in Germany. Only nine out of 29 in the class had a vocational training
placement upon leaving school.
Her conclusion: 1. many more internships are needed – to do this schools need the
contribution of the enterprises. 2. more teacher/mediator time for personal relations
with the students. 3. More efforts for students to find more positive and realistic images of their future professions.
And the last concluding point according to the Indian Nobel prize winner (1998)
Amartya Sen:
‘A person needs the chances to use and develop his own or her own capabilities,
to be proactive themselves, to have a sense of pride and respect about him or herself’
Maybe we still act too much corresponding to the error of the often heard sentence:
‘We do so much for them, but and they don’t appreciate it’.
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